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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
# Title Grammar Conversation By End of Lesson, You Can:

1 What’s Up?

• Review of past, present 
and future

How you greet someone in different 
situations and how greetings can be 
confusing

•  Greet others and respond to common 
greetings using a variety of verb tenses

2 I’d Like Both

•  Either, neither and both Likes, dislikes and understanding why 
someone likes or doesn’t like something

•  Talk about different kinds of cars.
•  Talk about things you like or don’t like 
using both, either and neither

3 Were You Speed-
ing?

•  Past continuous and 
simple past with while and 
when

What’s legal vs. illegal in the US com-
pared to other countries and opinions 
about laws

•  Talk about basic laws in the US and what 
to do if you get pulled over by the police

4 Have You Ever Been 
To Las Vegas?

•  Present perfect
(Have you ever…?)

Things you’ve done, haven’t don’t, don’t 
want to do and want to do

•  Talk about things you’ve done before, 
using the present perfect tense

5 She’s Had a Fever 
for 2 Days

•  Present perfect with for 
and since / Use of “for” 
– period of time Use of 
“since” – specific time

Something you’ve done for a long time 
and something you’ve just started doing

•  Talk about symptoms and what to do if 
you or someone else is sick 
•  Talk about how long you’ve done some-
thing or felt a certain way 
•  Be aware of different health care options 
in the US

6 Have You Changed 
The Locks Yet?

•  Already and yet Things you need to do when you move 
and things you’ve done or would like to 
change about  your current home

•  Talk about things you haven’t done yet 
and things you’ve already done · 
•  Know important information about mov-
ing in the US

7 Could You Pick Up 
My Mail?

•  Borrow vs. lend  and po-
lite requests with could

Borrowing and lending things and what 
makes a good neighbor

•  Ask for things you need to borrow
•  Ask for help when you go on a vacation 
•  Offer to help others by lending things

8 Review and Progress Check

9 Field Trip

10 What Would You 
Do?

•  Present Unreal Condi-
tional 
(What would you do if...)

What you would do in different situ-
ations such as spam, robo-calls and 
whether you have been a victim of scam

•Know about some scams in the US and 
what to do if someone tries to trick you

11 What's Your Opin-
ion?

•  Compound sentences 
with and, or, so, & but

Opinions on government health care 
and comparing health care in the US to 
your native country

•  Write a compound sentence using and, or, 
so, &  but with correct punctuation
•   Use language relating to working parents 
and childcare

12 If I Could Have Any 
Job...

•  Present Unreal Condi-
tional (If you could.../What 
would...)

What you would do in hypothetical 
situations about jobs, travel and other 
topics

•  Talk about dream jobs, trips, and places

13 I Disagree!

•  Agreeing and disagree-
ing

Your opinions on various topics such as 
free college tuition, HOA rules, dogs at 
work, etc.

•  Tell people if you agree or disagree and 
give your opinion

14 And Then I Got 
Married

•  It’s + adjective + infinitive Mile stones in life and special memories •  Talk about life events using the “get pas-
sive” (got married, got promoted, etc.)

15 Is It Rude To Show 
Up Late?

• Wh-questions with need 
to

Differences between what is rude in 
your native country and in the US

•  Talk about behaviors that are rude, polite, 
important

16 Review and Progress Check
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Welcome to Confidence and Connections!

The unique emphasis of this series is on using conversation to facilitate meaningful connections. It is as 
important for you, the teacher, to share your own stories as it is to elicit stories from your students. When you 
ask students questions, be sure to have them ask you questions, too. 

In a group setting, use pair work to encourage students to learn about one another. In one-on-one, learn about 
your student’s family and share about your own.

About your teacher book:

Your teacher book is designed to be simple to use and make your classes as engaging and effective as possible.

You’ll find a lead page at the beginning of each lesson. This page contains:

• The learning objectives for the students (Students will be able to…)
• Suggested materials to bring to class
• Useful notes
• Listening transcript

In each lesson, you’ll see helpful callouts with activity notes as well as the answers for each activity. (NOTE: The 
answer key does not provide capitalization.) In the first two lessons, we included notes for most activities. After 
that, you’ll only find notes for activities that benefit from specific instructions.

In the back of the book, you’ll find an in depth overview of teaching strategies for each section of the lessons, 
including additional engagement and expansion ideas that we encourage you to use. We’ve referenced 
sections from the back of the book within the callouts with bold text.

The back inside cover of your Teacher Book has the Color Vowel™ Chart. If you do not already know how to use 
this tool, please go to intercambio.org/webinars and sign up to attend a pronunciation workshop. This fun, 
interactive training will help you use this tool, as well as Pronunciation Fun with Pictures (Pro Fun) and learn easy 
techniques for teaching the many sounds and stress in English.

In addition, we encourage all teachers and students to use Pronunciation Fun with Pictures and The Immigrant 
Guide as supplements to their teaching.

Happy teaching!
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L1 WHAT’S UP?

Listening Track 01

Marta: Matt? Is that you?
Matt: Marta? Hey! What’s up?
Marta: Not much. I didn’t know you worked at this supermarket!
Matt: Yeah! I started last weekend.
Marta: Awesome! Do you like it?
Matt: Yes, I do. It’s busy and exciting. How can I help you?
Marta: Umm, I need to buy some hamburger meat.
Matt: Sure. How much do you need?
Marta: Uh, I need enough for at least 30 people.
Matt: Wow! Are you having a party or something?
Marta: Yes, this weekend my son Javier is graduating high school. We’re having a big party in the park. What’re you 
doing this weekend?
Matt: Umm, I’m not sure. I’m working in the morning.
Marta: You should come! We’ll have enough food.
Matt: Okay! I’ll try to come by. Here’s your meat.
Marta: Thanks!  Hope to see you there.

By the end of the lesson, students will be able to:
• Respond correctly to common greetings using a variety of different verb tenses 

What to expect?
This is the first day, so don’t be discouraged if students can’t answer questions or don’t say much. Praise whatever 
they are able to provide. Use the board, and have them use the board with you. Be careful in a group setting not to 
gauge your teaching level on one talkative student—especially for the first two lessons.

What to bring to class:
• Table tents or name tags for student names 
• Pronunciation Fun to use to supplement the pronunciation section
• The Immigrant Guide to supplement the Culture Tip conversation

Warm-up:
Greet students as they enter. Be sure to start class on time (or at least some informal conversation) even if only one 
or two students are there. You can do a brief icebreaker or use warm-up activity ideas in the back section of this 
book. Have each student write their first name on a name tag or table tent. Do your best to pronounce students’ 
names the way they say them. It’s okay to ask them to clarify a few times. It is as important for you to know your 
students’ names as it is for students to know their teacher’s and classmates’ names. Try Conversation Rotation to 
learn names. Table tents are useful even in 1-1 environments as it can be hard to remember new names. In 1-1, learn 
the names of students, children, even pets.
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1

Repeat after your teacher. 

VOCABULARY WORDS & PHRASES

WHAT’S UP?
Listening warm-up. Track 01: Do Matt and Marta know each other?

Circle the uh (schwa) sound. 

PRONUNCIATION

A A

PrePre

GREETINGS RESPONSES
What’s up?

What’s going on?

What’s new?

Not much.

Not a lot. 

Same old, same old.

How are you doing?

How’s it going?

Great.

It’s all good.

Not bad.

a amazing uh-ma-zing

e celebrate cel-uh-brate

i family fam-uh-ly

o anybody a-ny-buh-dee

u support suh-pport

banana president succeed emergency famous

  
Uh (schwa) is the 
most common 
sound in English! If 
you want to say yes 
or no using uh try 
this:

yes: uh-HUH
no: HUH-uh

 TIP:

Explore the pictures. 
Ask What do you see in 
the pictures? This helps 
students activate their 
background knowledge 
about the topic and 
vocabulary.

Pre
Read the Pre question 
aloud, play track, elicit 
answer. Play the track 
once all the way through. 
Ask the warm-up question 
again to elicit an answer.

A.
Clarify that any of the 
responses in the box are 
okay for the greetings 
in the box next to it. As 
practice, say a greeting 
and have students give 
a possible response. 
EXPANSION: You can 
also write on the board 
and teach hug, wave, 
handshake, bow, kiss 
on the cheek. See 
VOCABULARY.  (All bold 
font within the callouts 
indicates a reference to 
the teacher training notes 
in the back of the book 
beginning on page 118.)

Answer Key: 

Pronunciation:  b-uh-nan-uh, prez-uh-dent, suhc-ceed, emer-guhn-cy, fam-uhs

Pronunciation
Schwa is the sound that unstressed vowels make in most words. It’s the most common sound in English. Use the word 
amazing to demonstrate. Say amAzing, indicating that the stress vowel sound is GRAY DAY. The unstressed vowel sound 
at the beginning sounds like “uh” - this is schwa. Demonstrate with additional words. In body the o sounds like o in olive 
and in anybody it sounds like uh in buddy. The ous in famous can sound like uh or i. It’s similar with face and surface, or 
age and average.
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D

VOCABULARY PRACTICE

LISTENING

Listen again to Track 01. Check the things that describe each person.

Circle the correct responses. Practice with a partner.

Listen to your teacher and repeat.  

BB

C C

D

E E

F F

GG

1.  What’s up? a.  Not much, just busy. b. I’m good. 

2. What’s going on?  a. Not a lot, just working. b. Good, thanks. 

3. How are you doing? a.  Not much. b.  Good, and you?

4. How’s it going? a.  Not a lot.  b. Good, you?

5.  What’s new? a. Not much. Same old. b.  Good. 

Matt Marta

o works at the supermarket

o started a new job last week

o needs to buy some hamburger meat

o is having a party this weekend

o has a son named Javier

o works this weekend

o works at the supermarket

o started a new job last week

o needs to buy some hamburger meat

o is having a party this weekend

o has a son named Javier

o works this weekend

P

TALKING ABOUT THE PAST

When did you start your job? I started last weekend.

TALKING ABOUT THE PRESENT

What do you do now? I’m a cook.

Do  you like it? Yes, I do.

TALKING ABOUT THE FUTURE

What are you going to do this weekend? I’m going to a party.

What are your plans for next year? I’m going to start cooking school.

I’ll start cooking school in August.

Answer Key:

B.  2. a  3. b  4. b  5. a

C.  Matt: started a new job, works this weekend;  Marta: needs meat, is having a party, has son Javier

B. 
First, have students work 
individually. Then have 
them compare their 
answers in pairs/groups. 
Monitor and make 
sure everybody has the 
correct answer. Finally, 
have students role-play 
short dialogs. 

C.
Go over the activity so 
students know what 
they are going to listen 
for (things that describe 
each person). Play the 
track without stopping 
it. Have students discuss 
their answers in pairs/
groups. Ask if they 
need to listen again. 
Play it multiple times if 
needed. Check by asking 
a student Who started a 
new job? etc. 

D.
FOCUS: Review of simple past tense, simple present tense and “be going to.” Write chart on board. Have students repeat 
several times using different possible answers. For example, I started last month/ I started 2 years ago, I started in 2016, 
etc. Write on board What are you going to do this weekend = What are you doing this weekend. And I’m going to start 
school in August = I’m starting school in August. Underline the form. Starting can mean now or in the future. Native 
English speakers often omit “going to” when talking about the future. 
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GRAMMAR PRACTICE
Match the questions and the answers. 

Circle the correct words to complete the conversation.

Write answers to the questions. Use the words in parentheses. 

1

1.  _____  Where are you going this weekend?  a.  She’s good!

2.  _____  How is she doing?   b.  They’re going to go camping. 

3.  _____  What does he do on the weekends?  c.  Yes, he did.

4.  _____  Does she like it?   d.  I’m going to a birthday party.

5. _____  When did they go to the party?   e.  Yes, she does. 

6. _____  Did he start his new job?  f.  They went on Saturday. 

7. _____  What are they going to do this summer?  g.  He plays soccer.  

1. How are they doing?  ____________________________________________   
       (be good)

2. What are you and Jorge going to do this weekend? _____________________________________ 
                      (play soccer)

3. Did he start school?  _____________________________________________________
               (no / start next week)

4. What does she do now? ____________________________________________________
       (work downtown)

5. Where did they go over the break?  _______________________________________________
                                    (go camping / lake)

6. What are we going to do this summer?  _________________________________________ 
             (go on vacation / beach)

They’re good.

E E

F F

GG

d

Walt:   Hey Ernesto.  Long time no see! How are you (1) doing / do? 

Ernesto:   I’m good. How (2)  are / was  you? How’s your family? 

Walt:  We’re all good, too. The kids are (3)  start / starting  school next week. They were on
 break for the summer. 

Ernesto:   Oh wow! They’re so big.  Are they (4)  going / go  to play any sports this year?

Walt:  They’re not sure. They (5)  play / played  soccer last year, but this year they think they’ll 
 (6)  play / playing  tennis. 

Ernesto:   That’s great. Will you (7)  go / going  to all of their matches?  

Walt: I’ll (8)  try / tried.

E.
First, have students 
work individually. Then 
have them compare 
their answers in 
pairs/groups. Finally, 
go through the 
answers together. See 
GRAMMAR. (All bold 
font within the callouts 
indicates a reference 
to the teacher training 
notes in the back of 
the book beginning on 
page 118.)

F.
First, have students 
work individually. Then 
have them compare 
their answers in pairs/
groups. Finally, go 
through the answers 
together. EXPANSION: 
Have students role-
play the dialog. 

G.
A few have several 
possible correct 
answers. For example, 
#2 correct answers can 
include We’re going 
to play soccer, We’re 
playing soccer, We’ll 
play soccer. 
#6 answer can start 
with You or We, but 
prompt them to use 
We.

Answer Key:

E.  2. a  3. g  4. e  5. f   6. c  7. b

F.  2. are  3. starting  4. going  5. played  6. play  7. go  8. try

G.  2. answers vary  3. answers vary  4. She works downtown or She’s working downtown.  5. They went camping at 

the lake.  6. We’re going on vacation.
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REAL LIFE / YOUR LIFE

CULTURE TIP
Greetings in the US often depend on how well you know the 
person. When people here meet someone for the first time, 
they will often shake hands or wave. If they know a person 
well, they will often hug or give a closer handshake. If you’re 
not sure how to greet someone, you can wait to see how they 
will greet you. Is this the same in your native country?  

Look at the chart about common greetings in different countries. Answer the questions. HH
J I

KJ

KK

 TIBET 
Stick out your tongue 

to show that you do not 
have any bad thoughts.

 JAPAN 
“Ohayu” – from morning to noon

“Konnichiwa” – until night
“Konbanwa” – in the evening

“Oyasumi” – only before going 
to bed

Bow from the waist. 

 THAILAND
Place your hands 

together and bow your 
head slightly.  

GABON
Shake hands with both 

hands.  

 ITALY 
Kiss on the cheeks four 

times – twice on the left 
and twice on the right.

NETHERLANDS
Shake hands and say 

your last name.

1.  Where is it common to give kisses 
 on the cheeks?      
  _____________________________________

3. If it is 10 a.m. in Japan, what greeting is 
 most common?      
  ____________________________________

5. If Jon’s full name is Jon Green, where will he   
 introduce himself as “Green”?
 ____________________________________

2. Where is it common to bow only your head?   
 _____________________________________

4. Why do people in Tibet stick out their   
 tongue when they say hello?   
 ____________________________________

6. Where is it common to shake hands with   
 both hands?
 ____________________________________

H.
Have students work 
in pairs first. Then go 
through the answers 
together. 

Culture Tip 
Expand the conversa-
tion by asking How do 
you greet people in your 
country? EXPANSION: 
Talk about and demon-
strate different kinds of 
handshakes here, and 
talk about how in some 
cultures it is not appropri-
ate to touch people of the 
opposite sex. 

Answer Key:

H.  1. Italy  2. Thailand  3. Ohayu  4. To show they do not have bad thoughts  5. Netherlands  6. Gabon
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Read about Rita’s first social event in the United States. 

Discuss with a partner.

Complete the Greetings Survey below with your opinions.

1

CONNECT WITH CONVERSATION

Get to know a partner. Talk about:
• their answers to the Greetings Survey
• if they are ever confused by greetings in the US

J I

KJ

KK

My first social event in the US was at my friend Jenny’s home. She invited me to a 
dinner with some other people that she knows. When I arrived at her home, she 
introduced me to the people that were there. In my native country, we give a kiss 
on the cheek when we meet someone new. So when I met her friends, I began to 
kiss them on the cheeks, but they gave me strange looks and a couple of them 
tried to shake my hand instead. Jenny explained to me that in the US it’s not so 
common to kiss someone on the cheek, especially when you first meet them. 

I apologized, but everyone said that there was no need to apologize, and we all laughed. When I was 
getting ready to leave, I went to shake everyone’s hands to say goodbye. However, my friend and all of her 
guests hugged me instead. They told me we were good friends now and could hug. We all laughed again. 
In the end, it was a very fun evening and we all learned something new!

1. How do you think Rita felt at the beginning of the dinner?

2. How do you think Rita felt at the end of the dinner?

3. What do you think everyone learned?

1. How do you greet someone you are meeting for the first time? 
 o wave o hug o kiss on the cheek o handshake o other: ____________________

2. How would you greet a friend that you haven’t seen in a long time?
 o wave o hug o kiss on the cheek o handshake o other: ____________________

3. How do you greet your family members each day?
 o wave o hug o kiss on the cheek o handshake o other: ____________________

4. How do you greet someone that you are seeing for a service? (ex. doctor, hairdresser, bank teller, etc.)
 o wave o hug o kiss on the cheek o handshake o other: ____________________

5. How do you greet your neighbors when you see them outside? 
 o wave o hug o kiss on the cheek o handshake o other: ____________________

6. How surprised were you by how people greet each other in the US? 
 o a lot  o a little o not at all

I.
Before reading, ask 
When was the last 
social event you went 
to? How was it? First, 
students discuss it in 
pairs/groups, then as 
a whole class. Have 
students read the 
text and answer the 
questions. Ask if there 
are any new words, 
provide or act out 
simple definitions.

J.
After they discuss 
with their partners, 
ask students to share 
with the group.

K.
Write any new 
“other” ways they 
have to greet people 
on the board.

Conversation
Use answers from 
Activity K, and 
brainstorm other 
questions that the 
students can ask 
before starting this 
activity. Be sure your 
students ask you 
questions, too.

Answer Key:

J.  Answers will vary. 

K.  Answers will vary.
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1. Q: How are you doing?

  A: I’m doing good! I’m ___________ (work) a lot.

3. Q: Where did he go on Friday?

 A: He _________ (go) dancing with some friends.

5. Q: When did they do the laundry?

     A: They _________ (do) it last night.

Lesson 1  •  What’s Up?HOMEWORK  

JOURNAL PROMPT
How do you normally greet people in your native country? Is it the same or 
different in the US?  

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

1. _____ How is she doing?  a.  They went to the movies. 

2. _____ What does she do now? b. Same old, same old.

3. _____ What’s he up to these days?   c. He’s going to the gym a lot.

4. _____ What’s new? d. They’re going shopping.

5. _____ What did they do last weekend? e.  She’s good. She’s very busy!

6. _____ What are they going to do this weekend? f.  She works at the restaurant with me.

working

What’s new with you?

e

Match the questions and the answers. 

Write the correct form of the word. 

Unscramble the sentences. 

L L

MM

NN

A A

PrePre

2. Q: What are they doing tonight?     

 A: They’re ____________ (study) tonight. 

4. Q: What does she do now? 

 A: She ______________ (volunteer) at the hospital

6. Q: Did they have what you needed? 

 A: Yes, they ___________ (have) it.

1. you?  / with / new / What’s ________________________________________

2. How / doing? / are / they ________________________________________ 

3. go / When / going / they / are / to work? / to  ________________________________________

4. vacation / We’re / going / go / to / next / week. / on  ________________________________________

5. did / When / kids / your / school? / start ________________________________________ 

Homework
Walk through each 
homework activity. 
Confirm that students 
understand each activity 
by doing examples. Note: 
#2 in activity M can 
have different answers: 
“studying” or “going to 
study.” See HOMEWORK. 
(All bold font within 
the callouts indicates a 
reference to the teacher 
training notes in the back 
of the book beginning on 
page 118.)

Answer Key:

L.  2. f  3. c  4. b  5. a  6. d

M.  2. studying/going to study  3. went  4. volunteers  5. did  6. had

N.  2. How’re they doing?  3. When are they going to go to work?  4. We’re going to go on vacation next week.

5. When did your kids start school?

M. NOTE: Both 
"studying" and "going 
to study" are possible 
correct answers for #2.
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L2 I’D LIKE BOTH

Listening Track 02

Salesman:  Welcome to Cowboy Carl’s Used Cars. What kind of vehicle are you looking for today? 
Customer:  I’m looking for either an SUV or minivan.  
Salesman:  Okay. I have some great deals for you! Which do you prefer, manual or automatic? 
Customer:  Either is okay. 
Salesman:  Are you looking for anti-theft or keyless entry?  
Customer:  I’d like both!
Salesman:  We have this blue minivan here or this black SUV. Both of them are all-wheel drive. 
Customer: Great – is either of them a hybrid? 
Salesman:  No, neither is a hybrid, but they both are economical. 
Customer:  Okay – let’s go for a test drive. I’d like to try both of them! 

By the end of the lesson, students will be able to:
• Distinguish when to use both, either, and neither
• Talk about different kinds of features in cars, and compare them

What to bring to class:
• Table tents or name tags for student names 
• Pronunciation Fun to use to supplement the pronunciation section
• The Immigrant Guide to supplement the Culture Tip conversation
• Ads of people selling their cars (optional)

Teacher notes:
This is only the second lesson, so do not be discouraged if students can’t answer questions or don’t say much. Praise 
whatever they are able to provide. Model everything. Stay focused on the lesson objectives.

We’ve provided simple definitions for vocabulary words and phrases that may be challenging to define:
Warranty - a promise/agreement to replace or fix something if it breaks.

Warm-up:
Greet students. Practice the material from last class by asking a few questions using the grammar and vocabulary. 
Review homework from last lesson. Be sure to discuss their answers to the journal section. See HOMEWORK.
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2

Repeat after your teacher.

VOCABULARY WORDS & PHRASES

I’D LIKE BOTH
Listening warm-up. Track 02: What is the customer 
looking for?

PRONUNCIATION
Listen and repeat after your teacher. Practice the WHITE TIE sound.  Write the 
words with the WHITE TIE sound in the box. 

SUV mileage minivan used vehicle warranty  

all-wheel drive  economical anti-theft keyless entry hybrid 

1. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

WHITE TIE

A A

PrePre

drive hybrid automatic

mileage warranty entry

minivan activity my

drive

A.
Have students repeat each 
word after you multiple 
times. Be sure to work 
on word stress (manual, 
automatic, etc.)

Answer Key:

Pronunciation:  hybrid, mileage, my

Pronunciation
Use the WHITE TIE pages 
in Pro Fun for more 
practice.

Explore the pictures. 
Ask What do you see in 
the pictures? This helps 
students activate their 
background knowledge 
about the topic and 
vocabulary.

Pre
Read the Pre question 
aloud, play track, elicit 
answer.
Play the track once all 
the way through. Ask the 
warm-up question again to 
elicit an answer.
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VOCABULARY

LISTENING

LANGUAGE TOOLS

Complete the sentences with words from the box.

Listen again to Track 02. Fill in the bubble with the correct answer. 

Listen to your teacher and repeat.

1.  The minivan doesn’t drive well in the snow.  It doesn’t have _______________________________. 

2.  His car has _________________________________, so he opens the doors by remote.

3.  This car comes with a 1-year ______________________________ that covers repairs. 

4.  Our car doesn’t use much gasoline because it is a ______________________________. 

5.  That SUV is older than this one, but it doesn’t have as much _____________________________. 

6.  The jeep isn’t automatic. It’s _____________________________. 

7.  Hannah likes SUVs, but they are less _____________________________ than most cars.

8.  She parks on the street, so she wants an ________________________________ system.

1. The customer is looking at 

 a    new cars. b    used cars. 

2. She’d like to buy

 a    both an SUV and a minivan.     b    either an SUV or a minivan.  

3. She’d like the car to have an

 a    anti-theft system and keyless entry.  b    anti-theft system or keyless entry.

4. The SUV and the minivan are both 

 a     hybrids.  b    all-wheel drive. 

5. Neither of the cars is

 a     a hybrid. b    all-wheel drive.

BB

C C

DD

E E

F F

GG

hybrid manual anti-theft all-wheel drive

mileage warranty economical keyless entry

all-wheel drive

Which can you afford, the 
minivan or the SUV?

Both of them are good.
Either of them works.
Neither the minivan nor the SUV.

Which do you prefer?

I like both.
Either. It doesn’t matter.

I don’t like either.
Neither of them works for me.

What are you looking for?
I want a car that is both all-wheel 
drive and economical.

• We use either to indicate one of two 
things. Either = R or R 

• We use both for two things 
together. Both = R and R

• We use neither to indicate negative. 
Neither =  S nor S

• We can use either for a negative 
when there’s already a negative in 
the sentence. (I don’t like either)  
Negative + Either = S

B.
First, go over the 
words in the box. 
Have students work 
individually and then 
compare their answers 
in pairs/groups. Finally, 
go over the answers 
together. 

C.
Go over the activity so 
students know what 
they are going to listen 
for (the word or words 
that complete the 
sentence accurately). 
Play the track without 
stopping it. Have 
students discuss their 
answers in pairs/
groups. Ask if they 
need to listen again. 
Play it multiple times if 
needed.

Answer Key:

B.  2. keyless entry  3. warranty  4. hybrid  5. mileage  6. manual  7. economical  8. anti-theft

C.  2. b  3. a  4. b  5. a

D.
FOCUS: The use of both 
(of), either (of), and 
neither (of). Neither 
and either can be 
pronounced with the 
WHITE TIE sound or 
GREEN TEA. Make sure 
they pronounce both 
and not boat or boss. 
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1.  Q: Which do you want?          
      A: Either is good. I like both / neither.

3.  Q: Which do you want to buy?    
      A: Both / Neither. I don’t like either of them.

5.  Q: Does he want the blue one or the 
      black one?
      A: He doesn’t want either / neither.

7.  Q: Which do you want, beans or rice?
      A: I want both / either of them together. 

9.  Q: Does she want to walk or bike to work?
      A: She doesn’t want to do either / both.  

Circle the correct word. 

Complete the sentences with both, either or neither.

 Put the conversation in the correct order. 

GRAMMAR PRACTICE
2

Neither1. _______________ the SUV nor the truck works for her.

2. We want manual or automatic.  _______________ is okay.

3. Ben is looking for a car that is _______________ a hybrid and economical. 

4. Do you want your car to have _______________ an anti-theft system and keyless entry? 

5. _______________ the car nor the minivan works for us. 

6. You can go by bus or car. _______________ way is convenient.

7. Rachel can drive _______________ manual and automatic cars.

1.  _________ Cowboy Carl: Yes, we do! We have these two smaller cars. Both of them 
   are less expensive. Do you want to take them for a test drive?

2.  _________ Abby:   I don’t think so. They are both really nice, but neither of them is at a price 
   that I can afford. Do you have anything cheaper?

3.  _________ Cowboy Carl: Would you like to buy either of them?

4.  _________  Abby:  Yes. I’d like to drive both. Thanks!  

5.  ________  Cowboy Carl:  So, Abby. What did you think of the truck and the SUV?

6. _________  Abby:  I liked both of them.

1

E E

F F

GG

2.  Q: Which can they afford?          
      A: Neither / Both of them. Now they have to  
          decide which one.

4.  Q: Which will she prefer?
  A: They are both / either great. 

6.  Q: Do they want a minivan or an SUV?
      A: Neither / Either the minivan nor the SUV
           work for them. 

8.  Q: What are you looking for? 
      A: I want a shirt that is both / either green or yellow. 

10.  Q: Does Elmer want to work full time or part time?
        A: Neither / Either of them works for him. 
        He wants a job!  

E.
First, have students work 
individually. Then have 
them compare their 
answers in pairs/groups. 
Finally, go through the 
answers together. See 
GRAMMAR. (All bold 
font within the callouts 
indicates a reference to 
the teacher training notes 
in the back of the book 
beginning on page 118.)

G.
First, have students 
work individually. Then 
have them compare 
their answers in pairs/
groups. Finally, go through 
the answers together. 
EXPANSION: Have students 
role-play the dialog.

Answer Key:

E.  2. both  3. neither  4. both  5. either  6. neither  7. both  8. either  9. either  10. either

F.  2. either  3. both  4. both  5. neither  6. either  7. both

G.  5, 6, 3, 2, 1, 4
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REAL LIFE / YOUR LIFE

CULTURE TIP

When buying a car, it’s a good idea to make a 
budget first. Don’t forget that after you buy the 
car, there are other costs you will need to pay such 
as the registration, license, emissions test and any 
minor repairs needed. You can ask to take it to a 
mechanic for a report before you buy the car. Do you drive a car? 
Is it more expensive to own a car here or in your native country? Why?

Wei needs help buying a car. Look at his preferences and answer the questions.
 Discuss with a partner.

I I

J J

H H

Wei’s car preferences

• minivan or truck, manual if possible
• new or used
• all-wheel drive
• low mileage: less than 90,000 miles
• budget: $13,000

Truck #1 
for sale at Crazy Carl’s

Truck #2
for sale by owner

Minivan #3
for sale by owner

SUV #4
 for sale at Crazy Carl’s

• new, all-wheel drive,       
   automatic

• anti-theft, keyless 
  entry

• $45,000

• 5-year warranty

• leasing options   
  available

• used, all-wheel drive, 
  automatic

• 75,000 miles

• $11,000

• cashier’s check or 
   cash only

• used, manual, 
   vintage van

• 100,000 miles

• $9,000

• sports rack included

• used, all-wheel drive, 
   automatic

• 60,000 miles

• $31,000

• 6-year warranty

• leasing options 
   available

1. Which one can he afford, #1 or #4? __________________________________________

2. Which one can he afford, #2 or #3? __________________________________________ 

3. Which truck can he lease? __________________________________________

4. Which one has the mileage he wants, #2 or #4?  __________________________________________ 

5. Which one do you think is best for Wei? Why? __________________________________________ 

Neither of them works. 

H.
Have students work in 
pairs first. Then discuss 
the answers together. 
Ask Which car do you 
like? Why? EXPANSION: 
Bring in ads of people 
selling their cars and 
have students discuss 
which car they would 
like to buy and why. 
First, students work in 
pairs/groups and then 
as a whole class.

Culture Tip
EXPANSION: Use the 
Immigrant Guide topic 
“Buying and Registering 
a Car." You can also 
talk about advantages 
and disadvantages 
of buying from a 
dealership or directly 
from an individual, and 
how to find a reliable 
mechanic to inspect it. 

Answer Key:

H.  2.  Either of them.  3.  Only #1.  4. Both #2 and #4.  5. Answers will vary.
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Look at the diagram of things people like. Answer the questions using both, either or neither.

Fill out the chart with your likes. Compare with a partner and complete the diagram.

2

CONNECT WITH CONVERSATION

Get to know a partner. Look at the diagram. Talk about:
• things you both like and why
• things neither of you like and why
• things that you like and your partner doesn’t and why
• things that your partner likes and you don’t and why

I I

J J

1. What does Ana prefer to do in her free time?

     _________________________________________ 

2. Who likes to eat pizza?

     _______________________________________ 

3. Does Matt like to watch horror movies or comedies?

     _______________________________________. 

4. Who likes exercising?

     _______________________________________. 

5. What kinds of cars does Ana like?

     _______________________________________. 

Either gardening or reading.  Matt likes:

horror
movies

country
music

curry

ME

MY 
PARTNER 

Ana likes:

SUVs

rock
music

gardening

pizza

trucks

reading

comedies

MY LIKES

Movies

Food

Things to do in your  
free time

Kinds of cars

Music

Something else?

I.
This could be the first Venn 
diagram students have 
ever seen. First walk your 
students through each 
rectangle of the chart, 
explaining that the orange 
portion is what Matt likes, 
the purple portion is what 
Ana likes, and the red 
portion is what they both 
like. Explain this using 
both, either, and neither.

Conversation
Have students work in 
pairs and use answers 
from Activity J to discuss 
their likes and dislikes. 
Encourage them to use 
both, neither, and either; 
don’t force them to use 
those words, however, if 
it sounds unnatural. Have 
pairs fill out Venn diagram 
including things they both 
like in the middle. 

J.
Provide a personal 
example on the board. 
Help students brainstorm 
other likes and dislikes to 
write and discuss, such 
as waking up, camping, 
exercising, etc.

Answer Key:

I.  2. Both Matt and Ana.  3. Both horror movies and comedies.  4. Neither like exercising.  5. Either trucks or SUVs.

J.  Answers will vary.
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Lesson 2  •  I’d Like BothHOMEWORK  

Complete the sentences with both, either or neither. 

Circle the correct word.

JOURNAL PROMPT

What kinds of cars do you like? What kind of car do you want to have someday? 
What would it have?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

both AA

PrePre
K K

L L

1.  Q: Which car can you afford?
 A: I can’t afford either / neither of them.

3.  Q: Is there keyless entry or an anti-theft system? 
 A: There’s both / either.

5.  Q: Which do you want to buy?      
 A: I want to buy both / either a car or an SUV.

7.  Q: Do you want beans or rice?
 A: Either / Both is okay. 

2.  Q: Which sweater does she prefer?          
 A: She doesn’t like both / either of them.

4.  Q: Does he like trucks or cars? 
 A: He likes either / neither. He likes SUVs.

6.  Q: Which dish do you like: curry or sushi?
 A: I like them both / either!

8.  Q: Do they like rock or country music? 
 A: They don’t like either / both. 

1. I need a car that is both economical and safe.

2. We don’t need __________________. Just one is fine. 

3. __________________ the truck nor the SUV have anti-theft systems, but the car does!

4. Rob said __________________movies are interesting to him.

5. He doesn’t like __________________ of those restaurants. He is going to cook at home!

6. She said she’ll listen to  __________________ rock or pop music.

7. They don’t want __________________ of those used cars. They want something new.

8. I ate __________________ breakfast and lunch today.

9. Ricardo speaks French and Spanish. Emily speaks __________________ French nor Spanish.  

Homework
Walk through each 
homework activity. 
Confirm that students 
understand each activity 
by doing examples. Note: 
For the journal, if they 
are more interested in 
bikes or motorcycles, 
you can have them write 
about those instead. See 
HOMEWORK. (All bold 
font within the callouts 
indicates a reference 
to the teacher training 
notes in the back of the 
book beginning on page 
118.)

Answer Key:

K.  2. either  3. both  4. neither  5. either  6. both  7. Either  8. either

L.  3. Neither  4. both  5. either  6. either  7. either  8. both  9. neither 
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L3 WERE YOU SPEEDING? 

Listening Track 03

Jorge: [worried husband]: You’re so late, Jane. I was worried about you. Is everything okay?
Jane: Yeah, I got pulled over while I was driving home.
Jorge: Oh no! What happened?
Jane: I was turning onto Main Street when I heard sirens behind me.
Jorge: Were you speeding?
Jane: No, I wasn’t. 
Jorge: So, why did they pull you over?
Jane: Well, while I was turning past them, they saw my tail light was out.
Jorge: Did you get a ticket?
Jane: No, the officer was very nice. I only got a warning.
Jorge: That’s good. Let’s fix it tomorrow.

By the end of the lesson, students will be able to:
• Talk about basic laws in the U.S.
• Know what to do if pulled over by the police 
• Talk about the past using past continuous and simple past tenses

What to bring to class:
• Table tents or name tags for student names 
• Pronunciation Fun to use to supplement the pronunciation section
• The Immigrant Guide to supplement the Culture Tip conversation
• A traffic ticket (optional) 

Teacher notes:
We’ve provided simple definitions for vocabulary words and phrases that may be challenging to define:
Carpool lane - a restricted traffic lane reserved for cars with more than one person in them

Warm-up:
Greet students. Practice the material from last class by asking a few questions using the grammar and vocabulary. 
Review homework from last lesson. Be sure to discuss their answers to the journal section. 
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3

Repeat after your teacher.

VOCABULARY WORDS & PHRASES

WERE YOU SPEEDING?

AA

Listening warm-up. Track 03: Where was Jane going?PrePre

PRONUNCIATION
Listen and repeat after your teacher.  Practice the d and t sounds. 

David doesn’t drink and drive but he does dream of dunking a dozen donuts.

Tonya was texting on Tuesday when Officer Tim told her to fix her taillight.

David and Tonya drove downtown to deliver two dozen tamales to Danny’s Diner.

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
LAST NAME: _____________________________    FIRST NAME: ____________________________________        

LOCATION OF VIOLATION:___________________________________________________________________   
TIME: ______________________      
DATE: ______________________
VIOLATION
o speeding     o running red light     o texting while driving     o not wearing seatbelt      o reckless driving        
o littering        o driving under the influence (DUI)      o driving in carpool lane illegally    
o broken/fix it: _____________________________________________________________________________

MAXIMUM PENALTY FOR VIOLATION: _________________________________________________________
o You must appear at Central Courthouse, 23 Fairview St., or mail in your penalty payment within 30 days.
o You must fix the violation within ____________________________________________________

SIGNED ___________________________________________________
DATE ______________________
OFFICER ___________________________________________________

  
                 

                 

                 

                 

Pre
Explore the pictures. Ask 
What do you see? Read 
the Pre question, play 
track, elicit answer.
Play the track once all 
the way through. Ask the 
warm-up question again to 
elicit an answer.

A.
Have students repeat 
each word after you 
multiple times. Most of 
the vocabulary is types 
of violations, presented 
in the context of a traffic 
ticket. Focus on the 
vocabulary words for the 
lesson, which are: 
carpool lane, driving, head 
to, littering, pull over, 
reckless, red light, running, 
seatbelt, speeding, 
taillight, wearing (texting, 
driving, broken, fix should 
be review words). 
EXPANSION: Have students 
go through the vocabulary 
list and put a + if they 
know the word, - if they 
don’t know it, and ? if they 
are not sure. Have them 
work in groups to ask each 
other and exchange their 
knowledge.

Pronunciation
Tongue twisters are hard and can be frustrating. Go slow, keep it light, have fun. EXPANSION: If your students enjoy 
tongue twisters, have them write their own or have them briefly share one from their native language. See Pro Fun for 
more practice. 
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1. Jane was pulled over while driving home.   TRUE  FALSE

2. She was turning onto Apple Street.   TRUE  FALSE

3. She was speeding.     TRUE   FALSE 

4. Her taillight was out.     TRUE   FALSE

5. The police officer gave her a ticket.   TRUE  FALSE

F

G

G

E

VOCABULARY

LISTENING

LANGUAGE TOOLS

Look at the pictures.  Check all of the violations. 

Listen again to Track 03. Circle True or False.

Listen to your teacher and repeat.       

C C

DD

BB

F

G

H

E
 o speeding

 o running a red light

 o littering

 o texting while driving

 o not wearing a seat belt

 o Driving Under the Influence (DUI)

 o driving in the carpool lane illegally

 o reckless driving

P

STATEMENTS WITH WHILE
While I was driving, the police pulled me over.

The police pulled me over while I was driving.

STATEMENTS WITH WHEN
When the police pulled me over, I was driving.

I was driving when the police pulled me over.

The past continuous tense shows we were in the middle of something.
• I was driving.

If something interrupts us as we are doing an action, we add the simple past tense to the sentence.
• I was driving when the police pulled me over.

When is used before the simple past.
• When the police pulled me over, I was driving.

While is used before the past continuous.
• The police pulled me over while I was driving.

A comma (,) is used if a sentence starts with when or while.
• While I was driving, the police pulled me over.

B.
First, have students work 
individually. Then have 
them compare their 
answers in pairs/groups. 
Finally, go through the 
answers together.

C.
Go over the activity so 
students know what they 
are going to listen for 
(whether the statement is 
TRUE or FALSE). Play the 
track without stopping it. 
Have students discuss their 
answers in pairs/groups. 
Ask if they need to listen 
again. Play it multiple times 
if needed.

D.
FOCUS: Statements in 
the past continuous and 
simple past tenses using 
while and when. While can 
be a tough word. You can 
also teach the difference 
between in a while and 
for a while, which are 
common. E.g., He’s coming 
to New York for a while (He 
will stay here for a period 
of time) vs. He’s coming 
to New York in a while (He 
will arrive here in a time 
period that isn’t specific). 
Sometimes for a while and 
in a while are used the 
same “I haven’t seen you in 
a while/for a while.” 

Answer Key:

B.  littering, texting while driving, not wearing a seat belt 

C.  2. False  3. False  4. True  5. False
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Answer Key:

E.  2. breakfast, I…  3. correct  4. correct  5. laundry, he…  6. correct  7. sink, she…  8. directions, they…

F.  2. while  3. when  4. while  5. when  6. when  7. while

G.  2. got  3. were going  4. was littering  5. was heading  6. pulled  7.were biking

H.  2. While I was eating dinner, my friend called.  3. They saw her in the park when she was littering.  4. While she 

was driving, she saw someone run a red light.  5. The officer saw his broken taillight while he was driving.  6. While 

she was texting and driving, the police pulled her over.

intercambio.org/students     15

F

G

G

E

Circle the correct words to complete the sentences.

Write the correct tense of the word in the blank. 

Join the sentences using when or while. Add a comma if needed.

Add a comma to the sentences that need them. Check the box if the sentence is correct.

F

G

H

E

3

1. I _______________________ (drive) recklessly when she pulled me over.

2. He _______________________ (get) a flat tire while he was driving to work.

3. When they saw the police officer, they _______________________ (go) to the park.

4. He _______________________ (litter) when someone saw him.

5. Deanna _______________________ (head) to work when her boss called. 

6. The police officer _______________________ (pull) him over while he was driving. 

7. While we _______________________ (bike) home, it started to snow.

was driving

GRAMMAR PRACTICE

1.  She was watching TV when her 
    mother called.

3.  Gino biked to work while it was raining.

5.  While he was washing his laundry 
          he read a book.

7.  When he repaired her sink she was gardening.

2.  While I was eating breakfast I did 
          my homework.

4.  I was cooking when the alarm went off.

6.  They checked their email while they were 
           driving to work.

8.  While they were asking for directions they 
          saw an accident.

P

1. The police officer pulled them over when / while they were speeding.

2. When / While I was cooking, I listened to music.

3. He was taking the subway to work when / while it broke down. 

4. She waited in her car when / while the engine was running.

5.  When / While he scored a goal, the crowd was cheering.

6. Bruce was standing in line at the post office when / while he saw a friend.

7. When / While I was playing games with my family, I baked cookies.

1. Chris was walking to work. He saw a friend. ________________________________________________

2. I was eating dinner. My friend called. _____________________________________________________

3. They saw her in the park. She was littering. ________________________________________________

4. She was driving. She saw someone run a red light. __________________________________________

5. The officer saw his broken taillight. He was driving. _________________________________________

6. She was texting and driving. The police pulled her over. _____________________________________

While Chris was walking to work, he saw a friend.

E.
First, have students 
work individually. Then 
have them compare 
their answers in pairs/
groups. Finally, go 
through the answers 
together. 

H.
NOTE: There are 2 
possible answers 
to each item. For 
example: While Chris 
was walking to work, 
he saw a friend. Chris 
was walking to work 
when he saw a friend. 
Make sure to check 
comma placement if 
sentence starts with 
when or while.
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REAL LIFE / YOUR LIFE
Read the article below.  HI

J J

CULTURE TIP

In the U.S., if the police want to look in your car or 
home, they usually need a search warrant. If you 
are unsure of your rights, talk to a lawyer. 
Is this the same in your native country? What can 
the police do in your native country?

Read what Jenna did when the police pulled her over. Check if she followed the 
instructions in the article. 

If you’re pulled over by the police while driving, it’s 
important to stay calm and move slowly. You may 
get a ticket (fine) or just a warning. Unless you 
committed a crime or have something illegal in 
your car, you have nothing to worry about. Follow 
these steps if pulled over:

What to Do if Pulled Over by the Police

• Safely move to the side of the road.

• Roll down your window and turn off your engine.

• Keep your hands on the steering wheel, so the officer can see them.

• Stay in the car. Only get out of the car if the officer tells you to.

• At night, turn on the light inside your car. 

• Wait until the officer asks for your license and registration and then get them.

• Be polite. 

• If you get a ticket, don’t argue with the police officer, you can fight the ticket later.

• Sign the ticket. It doesn’t mean you did it. 

• If you get a fine, make sure to pay it on time.

1. While I was driving to work, the police pulled me over. 
    I moved to the side of the road.              o YES     o NO

2. I rolled down my window while turning off the engine.    o YES     o NO

3. The police officer walked over while I was getting out of my car.   o YES     o NO

4. While I was talking with the officer, I kept my hands on the steering wheel.  o YES     o NO

5. I was arguing with the officer when he gave me the ticket.    o YES     o NO

P

I.
Before reading, ask Have 
you ever been pulled over 
by the police? What did 
you do? Elicit ideas about 
what to do if pulled over 
by the police. Write them 
on the board. Then have 
students read the text 
to check their ideas and 
do the task. EXPANSION: 
Bring in a traffic ticket 
and teach students 
to read it by asking 
questions such as Who is 
the ticket for? What was 
wrong? etc.

Culture Tip
Expand the conversation 
by asking  Have you had 
any experience with the 
police here? How was 
your experience? Was it 
with a city or town police 
officer, a county sheriff, or 
state trooper? How were 
your experiences with 
police different in your 
native country?

Answer Key:

I.  2. Yes  3. No  4. Yes  5. No
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Read the chart. Check the things that are illegal where you live. Circle them if they are illegal 
in your native country. 

J J
3

CONNECT WITH CONVERSATION
Get to know a partner. Talk about:
• things that are legal and illegal in their native country
• what surprised them about laws in the US
• what laws in the US they think are unfair or confusing

DUI

a. o

parking on the sidewalk

b. o

parking in a handicap space 
without a permit

c. o

graffiti on buildings

d. o

leaving a pet in your car

e. o

drinking in a public place

f. o

protesting

g. o

urinating in public

h. o

not wearing a helmet

i. o

being loud late at night

j. o

using marijuana

k. o

hate speech

l. o

P

J.
NOTE: Laws about using 
marijuana and wearing 
a helmet differ from 
state to state. Know 
what your state’s laws 
say.

Answer Key:

J.  Answers will vary. 

Conversation
Have students use 
answers from Activity J 
to have conversations 
about how laws are 
similar or different in 
their native country.  
Go over the word 
“confusing.” Students 
often mix up confused 
with confusing. Give 
examples, e.g., I 
am confused. The 
health care system is 
confusing. 
Use The Immigrant 
Guide to supplement 
the conversation.
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Lesson 3  •  Were You Speeding?HOMEWORK  

Circle the correct words to complete the sentences. L K

JOURNAL PROMPT
Write about a law you think is important in the US and why.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

A A

PrePre
1.  They were littering / littered when the police officer saw them. 

2.  When she was arriving / arrived, they were talking about the traffic jam.

3. Tino was playing / played video games when the popcorn burned.

4.  They were driving / drove recklessly when the police pulled them over. 

5.  He wasn’t driving when Veronica was calling / called him.

6. I was watching / watched TV when the doorbell rang.

7. While he was waiting / waited, he saw someone steal their bag.

8. Jessica was listening / listened to music when she heard someone at the door.

1. What was he doing _______________ the police pulled him over? 

2. Where was she going _______________ he called?

3. They ran a red light _______________ the police officer was watching. 

4. She was littering _______________ he saw her. 

5. _______________ he arrived, she was cooking dinner.

6. _______________ they were waiting in the park, they saw him riding his bike.

7. Was he speeding _______________ he drove by your house? 

8. We didn’t buy anything _______________ we were shopping. 

Complete the sentences with when or while. ML
when

Walk through each 
homework activity. 
Confirm that students 
understand each activity 
by doing examples. 
NOTE: For the journal 
activity, ask them if they 
have a law in mind to 
write about. 

Answer Key:

K.  2. arrived  3. was playing  4. driving  5. called  6. was watching  7. was waiting  8. was listening

L.  2. when  3. while  4. when  5. When  6. While  7. when  8. while




